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Modern technology enhanced adaptive and cognitive learning in the virtual reality environment
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Abstract: This text deals with the design of virtual reality systems. Infrastructure includes providing a powerful adaptive or cognitive learning to use the different levels of complexity that will be adapted for each student, empowering those who present more difficulties for learning. Smart devices and intelligent technologies create learning environments that respond to each learner's profile and needs and offer conditions for realizing personalized and adaptive learning.
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Introduction

The journal Smart Learning Environments was launched in 2014 with the aim “to help various stakeholders of smart learning environments better understand each other's role in the overall process
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of education and how they may support each other”. To identify the requirements for the distinguishing feature of an SLE – that it provides better and faster learning – Koper introduces the concept of a Human Learning Interface (HLI), a “set of interaction mechanisms that humans expose to the outside world, and that can be used to control, stimulate and facilitate their learning processes”. [3] What HLIs there are to be considered in a SLE are, according to Koper, depending on what learning theories one subscribes to. An extended definition of Koper’s SLE, with both the technical and pedagogical characteristics covered, is therefore the “physical environments that are improved to promote better and faster learning by enriching the environment with context-aware and adaptive digital devices that, together with the existing constituents of the physical environment, provide the situations, events, interventions and observations needed to stimulate a person to learn to know and deal with situations (identification), to socialize with the group, to create artifacts, and to practice and reflect” (Koper, 2014, p. 14). Testing the SLE reference model can be done in two steps. First, the model must withstand requirements coming from other SLE conceptualizations. Second, the model must prove itself useful for the main purpose of this research that is related to further standards development: Will the model work as a framework for ITLET standards development? To reach a conclusive answer this will need testing. Additionally, ‘reference implementations’ can support the standardization process in contexts where innovation in technology is fast moving [4].

Adaptive Training Development Experience

Boeing’s approach to a learner-centered adaptive training implementation has evolved over the course of the past few years. Initial implementations focused on creation of an architecture and authoring solution in support of intelligent tutoring. The product of this effort was Web-based, SCORM®-conformant computer-based training. More recent efforts focused on development of simulation-based instruction that monitors student performance in real time and adapts the scenario accordingly. More details of both approaches are provided below. Adaptive learning within simulated training environments can be challenging if access to information for assessing performance have not been built into the simulator or gaming engine. Many times, simulators communicate performance at the mission level, whereas student performance needs to be evaluated at the switch or button push level. Adding the capability to perform automated performance assessment within the simulation proves costly and time-consuming. However, adding access to the events and data at the switch or button level for evaluation by tools like the ITS and VI have proven to be minimal. Finally, adaptive training has yet to be widely accepted within the educational community. We speculate that this is due in part to the added cost of creating multiple sources of adaptive content (something that is getting better with continuous improvements in authoring capability), as well as a potential increased time to proficiency based on student performance. While ample evidence documents improvements to student training performance, training transfer and long-term knowledge retention based on adaptive training solutions, there is reluctance to adopt these approaches given the potential added complications of each student progressing at his or her own pace. As part of the final practice assessment, students don a virtual reality (VR) headset, and using two 3D VR hand controllers, they are able to navigate to various places on the aircraft, perform the required troubleshooting tasks while adhering to required safety protocols, diagnose the fault and replace the faulty part (Figure 2). The VI within the ADAPT system scores the student on targeted learning objectives, provides on-demand student assistance to help locate components, and provides scoring to determine whether the student passes or fails the practical assessment. [5]

Currently, virtual reality (VR) is widely used in various fields, especially in computer systems, technology and medicine. However, experimental research remains one of the main barriers to education at a higher cost. Every day that goes by, research and educational needs of universities and research institutions change with developing technology. Based on the experience of implemented development VR content in education can be noted that technology brings positive results when it is using by short sessions or as simulators and trainers. It is inappropriate to use VR for lectures and seminars. In addition to reviews of how virtual reality has been used in education, discusses the advantages and disadvantages of using these technologies in the classroom, and describes how virtual reality and augmented reality technologies can be used to enhance teaching at university.

They said by combining dynamic cognitive load assessment with other performance measures, data analytics and artificial intelligence (AI), they create the potential opportunity to establish a new partnership between the learner and the learning environment. In addition to providing adaptive and dynamic responses to the learner, continuous and pervasive awareness of the learner’s cognitive load allows the environment to customize certain parameters to individual learners, optimizing learning.
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outcomes. Finally, utilizing AI and machine learning algorithms, simulated environments may be able to predict and anticipate learner cognitive states, which in turn can help further support the learning process.[6].

Education 4.0 is being empowered more and more by artificial intelligence (AI) methods. They observe a continuously growing demand for adaptive and personalized Education. There are also an innovative approach to promoting AI in Education 4.0. Our first contribution is AI assisted Higher Education Process with smart sensors and wearable devices for self-regulated learning. Secondly, they describe their first results of Education 4.0 didactic methods implemented with learning analytics and machine learning algorithms. The aim of this case study is to predict the final score of students before participating in final examination [7].

### TABLE I. SUMMARY OF LEARNING TECHNIQUES - AUGMENTED REALITY, ADAPTIVE LEARNING AND GAMIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Devices Required</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Augmented Reality (AR)** | - Head Mounted Displays  
- Mobile Devices | • Simulations to explore heritage sites  
• Remote virtual laboratories  
• Experience virtual solar system  
• View scientific phenomena e.g., chemical reactions, nuclear radiation  
• 3D object creation for mathematics and geometry | • Promotes collaborative learning  
• Increases proximity to virtual objects  
• Enables visualizing the un-viewable processes  
• Promotes pervasive learning  
• Friendly for all age groups  
• Helps visually impaired learners by augmenting virtual audio objects | • Design, implementation, and integration of AR with learning systems is challenging  
• Requires more time & effort  
• Needs technical expertise with domain specific knowledge |
| **Adaptive Learning (AL)** | - None  
- In special cases – sensors for eyeball tracking, facial expression etc. | • Khan Academy - customized learning  
• LearnSmart- adaptive eBook  
• Knewton - platform to provide AL applications  
• Smart Sparrow - course authoring tools | • Minimum student-teacher interaction  
• Increases productivity  
• Allows students to progress at their pace  
• Increases student engagement  
• Decrease student dropout rates  
• Improves student performance  
• Provides efficient learning  
• Better learning experience | • Elevates initial investment  
• High maintenance cost  
• Increases complexity - algorithms and cognitive model used to predict student behaviour  
• Availability of confidential data to third parties  
• Hard to decide required level of adaptability  
• Requires special expertise |
| **Gamification** | - None  
- For simulated games devices for AR are used | • Simple.com, an online gamified banking service for managing finances  
• Mentira, a mobile GPS and AR- based game helps to learn Spanish language  
• SICKO, a web based simulation game helps medical students to diagnose virtual patients. | • Develops problem solving skills  
• Strengthens critical thinking  
• Builds team working skills.  
• Makes routine work (doing homework) interesting  
• Enhances learner experiences  
• Spur student motivation | • Categorizing appropriate gaming elements for specific audience is difficult  
• User dissatisfaction arises if unsuitable game tactics or approaches are used  
• Demands training of teachers to integrate games meaningfully into their total curricular activities |

Three techniques have played a key role in e-learning. To cater to the need of an individual learner and support individualization a different learning method emerged, titled Adaptive Learning or Intelligent Tutoring. Also, if students are learning about un-viewable systems like solar system, photosynthesis process, nuclear reactions or historical sites; it is apparent that understanding these concepts without being able to see them in reality is a hindrance in path of extensive learning. Augmented reality helps create virtual objects which when blended with real world, provide an immersive learning experience to learners [8].
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Augmented Reality refers to a concept in which real world is enhanced by blending it with virtual world [13]. The real world static objects are dynamically morphed with context sensitive virtual information like video, audio, or a graphic overlay to improve user’s experience [9, 10]. “Adaptive learning is a method of education that seeks to personalize learning by using sophisticated algorithmic technology to continually assess knowledge, skill, and confidence levels of students and design targeted study paths based on the resulting data”. Adaptive learning is a process that changes the instructions dynamically based on individual preference or ability. The adaptive learning method was implemented in education in early 20th century as educators started to look for measures to improve the student performance and learning environments. Adaptive Learning is trading the learning toward personalization. Cognitive science and different algorithms are used to predict the learner’s behavior that helps in delivering the environment according to needs of the learner. Such techniques help in understanding the student behavior and supports instructors to achieve the goal of student satisfaction [8].

DEFINING AUGMENTED AND VIRTUAL REALITY

Augmented and virtual reality technologies are immersive technologies which can provide real as well as virtual immersive experiences. These technologies can be accessed either through electronic devices such as mobile phones, head mounted gear or a Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE). There are various companies which manufacture AR and VR hardware platforms as well as various software companies which develop accompanying software to be used on the various hardware platforms. A CAVE is a dark room which enables people to wear AR glasses and be fully immersed in the virtual world with the dark room adding an extra effect to this virtual setting [16]. Augmented Reality (AR) is the use of mobile technologies used to overlap a real world environment by visually superimposing and connecting a present view with virtual objects ([14]; [15]). In figure 1, the Microsoft HoloLens augmented reality glasses are used to supersede reality by creating a view which allows the participant to virtually move nails from one container to the other. In this image, the student is playing an educational game which requires them to pick and place virtual nails superimposed or visible on the real nail storage boxes.

2. Effective education consists of many relative statements: Immersion or Involvement, Active and interactive, Social, more practice, good experience, Student in the center, Reflective, Applied, Result or Evaluation.

Educational activities
- Problem-based learning
- Enquiry based learning
- Game-based learning
- Roleplaying
- Virtual Quests
- Collaborative Simulations (learn by simulation)
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- Collaborative construction (building activities)
- Design course (internal and external artifact, game fashion, architectural)
- Virtual laboratories
- Virtual fieldwork

1.1 Negative effect of electronic (distance) learning.
Lack of real, “human” communication between students and teachers. That is, all those moments associated with an individual approach to training and education are missing. And if there is no teacher nearby who usually emotionally stains knowledge and contributes to the perception of the material, this, of course, is a significant minus.

Several individual psychological conditions are absent in home-schooling. To obtain distance education, regular, strict self-discipline is required, and the result of training directly depends on the student's independence, abilities and self-consciousness. Constant access to the sources of educational materials (electronic textbooks, video materials, etc.) is required. This requires good technical equipment at home, but not everyone who wants to get an education has a computer and access to the Internet.

Lack of practical training necessary to consolidate the theory and better assimilation of knowledge.

There is no regular control on the part of the student, which is rather a negative sign for the person. Few people manage to overcome laziness on their own. Educational electronic programs and courses are not always well developed and satisfy all international requirements due to the insufficient qualifications of the specialists creating such textbooks, as today this is still a new and insufficiently studied direction. In distance education, training is conducted mainly in writing only. For some students, the lack of opportunities and requirements to express their knowledge orally can lead to poor learning and many other problems.

1.2 Open University.
Open University of Great Britain (OUUK), National University of Distance Learning (UNED) in Spain, International Institute of Management LINK, Moscow State University of Economics, Statistics and Informatics (MESI), All-Russian Correspondence Financial and Economic Institute (VZFEI). Developed based on the model of distance education through its modernization in the course of using modern computer and telecommunication technologies.

![Figure 2. Summary of the educational activities in the reviewed literature.](image-url)
The implementation of the principle of openness led to significant organizational innovations that became feasible precisely thanks to the introduction of new technologies for storing, processing and transmitting the information. So, for example, in the 90s a new model of distance education appeared based on teleconferencing technologies.

1.3 Virtual university.
California Virtual University (USA), Virtual University of Berlin (Germany).
We consider this form of organization of the educational process as a new, just outlined model of education.
A virtual university is collaborating administrators, course developers, teachers, technologists, distance-separated students who work together and study using modern distance education technologies.
In this model, those potential opportunities for restructuring the education system that has the technology of teleconferencing used for educational purposes are fully realized. These technologies allow groups of students and individuals to communicate with teachers and among themselves, at any distance from each other. Such modern means of communication are supplemented by computer training programs that replace printed texts, audio and video films.

**Attractios of simulations**
- Prediction
- Understanding
- Explanation
- Exploration (in a safe environment)
- Virtual worlds are created by the participants and the world emerges from the interaction of participants
- Individuals can project their views and values on topics through their avatar and receive the feedback of others in the system.

**Attractions of simulations**
- Economy (they are cheaper to run than the real-life situations);
- Visibility (they can make a phenomenon more accessible and clear to the researcher);
- Control (the researcher has more control over the simulation than in the real-life situation);
- Safety (researchers can work on a situation that may be too dangerous, sensitive, ethically questionable or difficult in real-life natural situations);
- Practice (they can be used for training);

As mentioned earlier, one of the criteria for final list selection was the rank of HEI where the course or programme was delivered. Table 2 presents list of universities and their places in QS World University ranking, Times Higher Education World University Rankings, and Academic Ranking of World Universities in order to demonstrate their rank. An only university, which is out these criteria is University of Bradford. However, we decided to include it as the provide BSc (Hons) in Virtual and Augmented Reality

**3. Evaluation of virtual reality**
Virtual reality is the term used to describe a “three-dimensional, computer generated environment” which can be explored and interacted with by a person. That person becomes part of this virtual world or is immersed within this environment and whilst there, is able to manipulate objects or perform a series of actions.
Definition of VR: Inducing targeted behaviour in an organism by using artificial sensory stimulation, while the organism has little or no awareness of the interference.
Four key components appear in the definition:
1. Targeted behaviour: The organism is having an “experience” that was designed by the creator. Examples include flying, walking, exploring, watching a movie, and socializing with other organisms.
2. Organism: This could be you, someone else, or even another life form such as a fruit fly, cockroach, fish, rodent, or monkey (scientists have used VR technology on all of these!)
   Artificial sensory stimulation: Through the power of engineering, one or more senses of the organism become hijacked, and their ordinary inputs are replaced by artificial stimulation.
3. Awareness While having the experience, the organism seems unaware of the interference, thereby being “fooled” into feeling present in a virtual world. This unawareness leads to a sense of presence in an altered or another world. It is accepted as being natural [1].
E-books, YouTube and MOOCs all just bring same content out to more students. The teaching method is still the same as 50 years ago. No real innovation there. We could instantly give millions of students access to cutting-edge laboratories at almost no cost!

**Applications for VR and AR in Education.**

Open Simulator, Second Life, Active Worlds, Project Wonderland and Open Cobalt are some Virtual World platforms that can be applied in any educational procedure. In the following paragraphs we examine their main characteristics and perform a qualitative comparison. Open Simulator platform development originated as soon as Linden Labs Inc distributed their Second Life client software under GNU LGPL license, making it widely available to users and programmers. Some preliminary efforts resulted in a freely available, open-source project named Open Simulator (OpenSim). An Open Simulator installation can host simulated virtual environments, much the same with Second Life due to the adoption of its messaging protocol. This characteristic makes OpenSim accessible through the most popular SL viewers. User registration and account creation are free.
International
The leaders in the global market of "3D for education" technologies are American companies IBM, Microsoft HoloLens, Google, Samsung. Currently, teachers and researchers mostly use virtual education services from Google and Microsoft. Moreover, Google provides many free services for teachers: Codeingame.com, vAcademia.com, fun-mooc.fr and others.

At first sight, the scientific challenges regarding the virtual reality that has to be addressed in our project. Moreover there already existing virtual reality platforms. They certainly suffer from limitations but without a deep study of the limits of these existing systems. There exists an online course on the french MOOC platform: FUN (https://www.fun-mooc.fr/) (in french alas) on virtual reality and innovative teaching practices. They're also working in this area Haptics and virtual reality laboratory in Korea. Haptics covers a diverse range of topics, including the understanding of human sensorimotor ability, mechanics and electronics principles required to build haptic interfaces, and computational algorithms for modeling and rendering haptic environments. (http://haptics.khu.ac.kr/)Microsoft Xbox packed provides many applications for game study field education, medicine and architecture.

Watch full talk to see Labster’s virtual laboratories.bit.ly/vr-labs. Labster’s virtual laboratories are proven to significantly increase learning impact over traditional methods.

It is variously called the "learning pyramid," the "cone of learning," "the cone of experience," and others. It's often attributed to the National Training Laboratory, or to educator Edgar Dale. You won't be surprised to learn that there are different versions out there with different percentages and some minor variations in the ordering of ac. Certainly, some mental activities are better for learning than others. And the ordering offered here doesn't seem CRAZY. Most people who have taught agree that long-term contemplation of how to help others understand complicated ideas is a marvelous way to improve one's own understanding of those ideas--certainly better than just reading them--although the estimate of 10% retention of what one reads seems kind of low, doesn't it?

Virtual objects (artifacts)
What is possible only in Virtually:
✓ You can simulate the environment
✓ You can simulate events
✓ You can simulate joint actions
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Further training or retraining of teachers involved in virtual learning can be achieved by increasing the level of their training. To solve these problems, it is necessary, first of all, to revise the existing regulatory legal acts on virtual education and develop standards and rules necessary for the implementation of virtual education. Also, it is necessary to analyze the current technical condition of existing computer networks, increase their speed and take measures to strengthen their material and technical base.

The 3D Auditorium - trainers giving lectures in the 3D Auditorium will be able to load specific presentations from the VLE or even upload their slides.

Classrooms/Meeting Rooms - these rooms can serve as meeting areas for project partners and as classrooms for small groups of students as well.

We will review this example model of University and some students choose their subjects where they learning his timetable. Students can now experience the topics they are learning about. The use of virtual reality technology has been shown to increase student engagement and focus, while the immersive and interactive environment encourages the students to become active learners.

**Adaptive Social learning**

Collaborative lessons
Real-time changes to optimize learning

**Cognitive load theory**

- Reduce destruction
- Emphasize effort on learning not just doing
- Learning is enhanced by pointer & guided exercise
- Worked example and ‘faded example’ are better than full problem solving

![Image](a)

![Image](b)

![Image](c)

![Image](d)

Figure 3. Some of the steps of the construction works process that presented at the BC/VR Software.

Testing models created with virtual reality applications. (a), the main view of the educational building, (b) laboratory room’s project, (c) main entrance, (d) schedule table.[3, 4]

5. Conclusions

This paper presents new way of review in this example model of University and there are students choose their subjects where they learning his timetable. Students can now experience the topics they
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are learning about. Use of virtual reality technology has been shown to increase student engagement and focus, while the immersive and interactive environment encourages the students to become active learners.

We will produce the following results:

• Operation is faster when it is installed in the national domain;
• Preparation of appropriate instructions for launching and operating the created virtual 3D University;
• Presentations, demonstrations of existing VR models
  Development of specific models for tutors to use VR and 3D modelling in the built environment curriculum;
  Initial perception of 3D and VR technologies by tutor;
• Tutors’ requirements after the initial integration with 3D and VR technologies;
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